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Amigo Image Converter is an image editing software that can edit images (including resizing, rotating, flipping, cropping, merging, and rotating) and retouch them. Amigo Image Converter features an easy-to-use interface, such as a main window, image window, and image settings window. The main window shows the main tools, including the preview frame, images, and buttons for the main settings. The
image window is for viewing the image details, including the current image, thumbnails, and context-sensitive panels. And the image settings window has the following features: Create and resize images Rotate, flip, and crop images Crop images Merge images Adjust brightness, contrast, and saturation Resize images Remove dust, scratches, and other types of artifacts Change file formats of images Print
images The main window shows the preview of the current image, and it allows you to crop and rotate the image. A user-defined toolbar has all the main functions and tools for the image editing. The image settings window also lets you add and remove context-sensitive panels to make the editing easier. Besides the tools above, Amigo Image Converter also has a crop tool to crop the image into an arbitrary
shape. The software supports the following file formats: For example, if you have a photo which is in a 4:3 aspect ratio (4:3 picture), then you can easily rotate the photo to any angle with this program. The picture looks pretty much like the picture was shot from the middle. There is no way to crop an image, but you can rotate it and the program adjusts the size of the image to fit to the new orientation. The
program also has an edit toolbar that allows you to adjust brightness, contrast, and saturation of the image. The software has several editions. There are the free (Demo), the basic edition, and the paid version. The basic edition does not support the following file formats: The paid edition is for Windows, Mac, and Linux. There are paid and free editions, and the paid edition is recommended because it includes
several advanced features, such as saving and loading presets, and the ability to batch edit images. The Windows version is a 32-bit program and runs on a 64-bit version
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Easy-to-use, lightweight and free video converter. All-in-one, software solution for converting video files to a number of widely used formats, including AVI, MPEG, MP4, MOV, RM, VOB, WMV, 3GP, 3G2 and so on. Key features: *Convert video files to popular formats such as AVI, MPEG, MP4, MOV, RM, VOB, WMV, 3GP, 3G2 and more *Convert audio files to popular formats such as MP3, AAC,
AC3, WMA, OGG, FLAC, WAV, AU, M4A and more *Preview video and audio files before conversion *Batch conversion of audio and video files *Scan and convert DRM-protected media *Supports more than 140 popular video and audio formats *Support for both single-core and multi-core processors *Quick and easy to use *Supports all operating systems including Windows, Windows Mobile, Mac OS
X, Linux and more Convert videos with the best quality from almost all popular video formats with Avidemux. Also, find videos to download online instantly with VideoHunter. Now, Avidemux can convert videos with the help of other popular programs such as WinFF, GOM Player, and Free Video Converter, which makes it an all-in-one video converter with the most compatibility. The video quality is at
least at the HD level. You can also watch the video in real-time or download it to your hard drive. A collection of templates is provided for all the popular video formats such as AVI, MPG, MP4, MOV, RM, VOB, WMV, 3GP, 3G2 and more. You can customize the settings with the help of the powerful video editor and also download and convert different video formats, even the DRM protected ones.
Avidemux is a cross-platform video and audio editor. It can be used on Windows, OS X, and Linux. It also supports many popular video formats such as AVI, MPG, MP4, MOV, RM, VOB, WMV, 3GP, 3G2 and more. It is free software, which means that it can be used for both personal and commercial use. The interface is quite simple, easy to use, and the operation is smooth. The video quality is at least
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Amigo Easy Video Converter is an all-in-one multimedia software that allows you to easily convert, encode, play and edit videos, audios and images. It can convert almost all popular video and audio files including MPEG, AVI, WMV, WMA, MOV, MP4, VOB, 3GP, etc to any formats. It provides excellent output quality, and is able to remove background music and video watermark in your video files. It is
designed to work with Windows Vista and up. Amigo Easy Video Converter is designed with a simple interface, and is very easy to operate. With a powerful, yet easy-to-use video converter, Amigo Easy Video Converter will bring great enjoyment to you. Feature List: 1. Convert almost all popular video and audio files to MP3, MP4, 3GP, AVI, MOV, MPEG, etc 2. Encode video and audio files to popular HD
video formats 3. Extract audio from video file 4. Play back audio and video files 5. Edit video and audio files 6. Add image and watermark to video and audio files 7. Convert audio, video, image and other files to almost all video and audio formats 8. Batch conversion 9. Build video library for video and audio playback 10. Playback various formats of video and audio 11. Support preview feature 12. Help menu
13. Supports Vista 14. Language: English Amigo Easy Video Converter Download Link: Rarsoft Video Converter Factory is a Video Converter which is used to convert video from one format to another. It converts audio and video of many formats. -Quick conversion: Rarsoft can quickly convert video from various formats and save to various video formats in a few clicks. And there are many supported video
formats that can be converted easily. -Support video and audio: Rarsoft can convert video from various formats and audio from various formats. It is supported for multiple video and audio formats. -Basic function to learn: We have designed an easy to use interface. -Support preview: You can preview the video effect and audio after conversion with Rarsoft. -Support keyboard shortcuts: There are many
advanced keyboard shortcuts you can use to save time. Rarsoft Video Converter Factory Features: -Support

What's New in the Amigo Easy Video Converter?
Bulk PNG files to JPEG? Very easy, quick, safe and free. Generates beautiful, high-quality JPEG images from the PNG files with just a few mouse clicks. Image Converter Bulk PNG to JPEG is a batch conversion utility that can convert batches of PNG images to JPEG, including high-resolution images. The output images have all the same high quality settings (color, brightness, saturation, etc.) as the input
PNGs. Image Converter PNG to JPEG is extremely easy to use and integrates into the Windows task bar. It offers four conversion modes: Convert all images, Convert individual images, Convert a folder, and Convert a set of parameters. Using Image Converter PNG to JPEG, you can convert batches of images to JPEG with just a few mouse clicks. The program can perform JPEG conversions with high quality
settings such as color, brightness, saturation, and sharpness. The converted images can be saved to any of the supported output formats: BMP, GIF, ICO, JPEG, JPG, PNG, PCX, PSD, TIF, TIFF, and TGA. All images are saved with the same settings as the source PNGs. Key Features: Batches: Image Converter Bulk PNG to JPEG is designed to handle PNGs as a batch. You can convert a number of PNGs to
JPEGs with just a few mouse clicks. High Quality: Image Converter PNG to JPEG can perform JPEG conversions with high quality settings such as color, brightness, saturation, and sharpness. Security: Image Converter Bulk PNG to JPEG is a secure software that allows you to convert PNG images to JPEG with just a few mouse clicks. Customizable: Image Converter PNG to JPEG is a highly customizable
utility. You can control all of the PNGs conversions in the software by specifying the conversion settings. One click: Image Converter PNG to JPEG can perform PNG to JPEG conversions with a single mouse click. You can change the conversion settings before the PNGs conversion is started. Description: DVD Floor Lamp is a feature rich application that allows you to automatically convert Video Clips to any
video file format, including AVI, WMV, MOV, MP4, etc. You can also extract frames from a video, rename files, combine video clips and so on. The application is very easy to use and starts a conversion process after a few clicks. It takes a little time to learn how to use this software, but it is a good time-saver that will let you convert media faster than you do it manually. It supports batch conversion and will
perform conversion of several files at once. The program also supports the following video formats: AVI, MP4, WMV, MOV, MPG, MP3, and FLV. Key Features: Converts multiple files into any video file format: DVD Floor Lamp can automatically convert Video Clips to any video file format
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System Requirements:
Windows XP SP2 and Windows Vista SP2 or later OS X 10.4 or later 2GB of memory 3GB of available hard drive space Audio: DirectSound compatible sound card, or standard 3.5” 2mm headphone jack Supported Games: Syphon Filter: Dark Mirror Console: PlayStation 2 PlayStation 3 PlayStation Portable Wii Xbox 360 PlayStation Vita (playstation.com/vitaequipment)
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